Abstract
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to categorize the examination questions of two comparative school leaving subjects; the 2009 Australian Victorian Certificate of Education examination paper in history and the 2010 Croatian Matura Matriculation examination paper in history according to a model of critical thinking. This model of thinking was influenced by the various critical thinking taxonomies which contain obvious overlapping in the levels of thinking which constitute critical thinking. (Paul, 1996) 
Rationale
The elements by which I propose to categorise the school leaving examination questions would best be summarised by Anderson and Krathwohl's 2 revision of Bloom's taxonomy (1956) 3 of critical thinking.
My suggested model is the following hierarchy with item 6 classified as being at the highest level of critical thinking down to item one which is the lowest level of critical thinking.
1. Creating producing new arguments, ideas and heuristic solutions inspired by output of given information. 2. Assessing Assessing given information, providing valued judgements about information, with justifiable reasons. 3. Analysing Interpreting information determining the causes and consequences of information 4. Applying Comparing and contrasting both previous and given information 5. Understanding Demonstrating understanding of pre-learned and given information by explaining 6. Remembering Providing pre-learned information and facts.
This model seems to best summarise what critical thinking skills are in an hierarchical form and seem to be the most logical for the kind of document analysis of examination questions that I am proposing. It can be applied easily in particular to questions, as it is questions in particular that I will be categorising in terms of the critical skill demanded. As Bloom purports, creative thinking together with high levels of critical thinking require highest levels of brain activity. 4 Precisely, I pinpointed what each question in the examination is demanding in terms of my taxonomy's skills. I categorised the skills asked by the questions in term of my taxonomy and then I will display in graphical form the frequency of each asked skill. If more than one skill is demanded from the question, I noted both and specify whether the question demanded one or more skills and what those skills are. Therefore, the number of questions was specified as well as what skill/s is/are being asked in each question.
Description of Examinations

Croatia Matura History examination paper 2010. School year is from September to June.
The examination paper is comprised of: The examination comprises four sections as follows; Section A: In response to an illustration or excerpt from a text and drawing on knowledge gained from studying history in school, students answer 3 questions in written, complete sentences, paragraph form. 20 marks made up of question 1ai worth 2, 1a ii worth 4 marks, 1aiii worth 6 marks, and 1aiv worth 8 marks.
Section B: Drawing on knowledge from a chapter in the high school history textbook, students answer 3 questions in written, complete sentences, paragraph form. 20 marks made up of 2a worth 4 marks, 2b worth 6 marks and 2c worth 10 marks.
Section C: Write an essay choosing from 3 given topics worth 20 marks. Section D: Choosing one of and based on one of 4 given documents/ illustrations, and simultaneously based on a chapter of the high school history textbook, students respond to a question in written, complete sentences, paragraph form worth 20 marks.
Total number of marks: 80 Duration of examination: 120 minutes with 15 minutes reading time.
Categorisation of questions
Categorisation of the examination questions will be based on the above suggested critical thinking scale with item 6 classified as being at the highest level of critical thinking and one is the lowest..
Croatia History Examination N.B. Questions 1-20, and 31-37 have given options A-D from which students choose their answer. Questions 3, 9, 14, 20, 41, 43, 44, 48, 49, have input based on a map, picture or text excerpt 1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 10. Which battle was Croatia's biggest defeat in its war of defence against the Turks? 11. Which political body in the year 1792 proclaimed France as a Republic?
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 12. Under which political pressure did the Croatian governor Ivan Erdödy defend Croatian municipal rights with the statement Regnum regno non proscribit leges ("The kingdom does not prescribe the law to the kingdom")?
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 13. In Zagreb in 1794, who set up "a printing press to publish Illyria books"? 1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 22. The cradle of humanity is the continent of __________________________.
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 23. The wars which led to the crisis of the survival of cities-states (polisa) in Ancient Greece are__________________________.
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 24. In the period of the developed Middle Ages, support for rulers in strengthening centres of power was offered by the population of __________________________.
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 25. The Venetians lost territory by peaceful means from Kvarnera to Dra in1358 in _________________________________________________.
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1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 51.1. What is the name of the building shown in the picture?
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 51.2. Name the civilisation which first erected such buildings.
1. Remembering and providing pre-learned facts and information 52. Carefully examine the historical map of the Roman Provinces and answer the following questions. 52.1. Which Roman Emperor made this administrative-territorial division of the territory as shown on the map? 
2.Understanding Demonstrating understanding of
pre-learned and given information by explaining 8 points 2. Answer the following questions relating to Unit 3, Outcome 2: Nation, race and citizen 1888-1914. In each case you must support your views with specific information and evidence. 2.a Explain two ideas that underpinned the creation of the new nation. 
2.Understanding
Research Results
Comparison between the analysis of the two countries' school leaving examinations questions in terms of critical thinking can be more clearly viewed by comparing the numerical results and the graphical illustration of results viewed side by side. 
Comparative Graphical representation
History
Analysis of Results
The Croatian history examination had a high, in fact sole concentration of a single low level critical thinking skill at level one which involves providing pre-learned facts as its aim. The Australian history examination questions demanded higher levels of critical thinking. One could conclude that there is a huge difference between what is demanded of students in terms of critical thinking skills between Australia and Croatia.
It was interesting to note that the skills from the Australian paper were intertwined within questions which meant in one question demanded the demonstration of more than one skill within the same question.
The Croatian history paper's questions all asked for the same skill, i.e. remembering pre-learned information. One mark was awarded for each correct answer and was therefore commensurate with the level of skill, that is weighting of marks equalled the demanded skill.
In the Australian history paper, the questions demanded a variety of critical thinking skills and marks varied, mostly hierarchically in keeping with the level of skill required, that is lower level demanded critical thinking skill was awarded lower mark, higher demanded critical thinking skill was given higher marks, but not always.
Interestingly, creativity was not included as a separately demanded skill in either examination paper. Awarding marks for creativity might be difficult and subjective for an examination such as this which is designed to rank students for entry into university.
There is a considerable difference in the types of answers sought. The Australian paper's answer must be in written, complete sentences, paragraph form. The Croatian paper's answers consist of multiple choice, a single word or phrase or mix and match. Does this reflect what skills and competences are taught in the respective schools?
Conclusion
It is obvious that questions that promote higher levels of critical thinking skills are represented more in Australian history examination matriculation paper then in the Croatian one. One recommendation stemming from this research is that higher level critical thinking skills need to be promoted more in the Croatian history paper. This is more the case in the Australian history paper. However, more work needs to done on the Australian history marking scheme to make allocation of marks more commensurate with the level of critical thinking skill. Further research would be interesting to determine on the extent to which this reflection of critical thinking skills in examination papers is also a reflection of what is taught in class.
